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Set Weight & Dimensions
Overall Set Weight 584 lbs

Recommended Minimum Space
*Dimensions are based on pictured configurations 144" W X 30" H X 144" D

Individual Item Dimensions

Latitude Lounge Chair 37" W x 30.66" H x 37.31" D

Cube Fire Table 43.88" W x 22.75" H x 43.88" D

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Clean, horizontal lines and sharp angles speak to bold shapes, while the spacious frames create a balanced yet striking aesthetic that makes your
outdoor space feel open and inviting. The Latitude Collection intersects form and function in every carefully-crafted detail. Shown here with 4 Lounge
Chairs and 1 Cube Fire Table.

DETAILS

- PW Designer Series Collection

- Includes (4) Latitude Lounge Chairs and (1) Cube Fire Table

- Includes stainless burner bowl, glass wind guard, and 10 lbs. of clear glass gems

- Crystal Fire® Plus Burner can run for 8–16 hours using a 20 lb. propane tank or can be hooked up to a natural gas line (propane tank not included)

- Easy access to propane tank through side door with hidden hinge and strong magnetic latch

- Safe to use on wood and composite decks, concrete patios, yards, etc.

- Fire pit table cover included

- Built to withstand a range of climates including hot sun, snowy winters, and strong coastal winds

- Constructed of genuine POLYWOOD® lumber that's infinitely recyclable and sustainably made from recycled and reusable plastic

- Durable, all-weather lumber not prone to splinter, crack, chip, peel, or rot

- 20-year limited residential warranty; 3-year limited commercial warranty

- Cleans easily with soap, water, and a soft-bristle brush

- UV protectant and color continuously throughout the HDPE material; requires no painting or waterproofing

- Marine-grade quality hardware

- Quick-drying, durable cushions covered in outdoor performance fabric that resists weather, salt, sun, mold, and mildew

- Made in the USA
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POLYWOOD COLOR OPTIONS

VCF164488 VSH164488 VWH164488

FABRIC COLOR OPTIONS

VWH145980 VWH145982 VWH152939 VWH146010 VWH145986 VWH145999 VWH145991 VWH164491 VWH161130 VWH161127 VWH161381 VWH161147 VWH154349 VWH164488


